1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Solanezumab is a humanized monoclonal antibody that preferentially binds soluble amyloid β (Aβ) and was designed to slow Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) progression by increasing soluble Aβ clearance from brain [@bib1], [@bib2]. Initial phase 3, double-blind clinical trials of solanezumab, at a dose of 400 mg every 4 weeks for 76 weeks, in patients with clinically defined mild-to-moderate (baseline Mini-Mental State Examination \[MMSE\] score 16-26) AD (EXPEDITION and EXPEDITION2) failed to show a treatment benefit for solanezumab [@bib3]. However, in a predefined secondary analysis of subjects with mild (baseline MMSE score 20-26) AD only, pooled across both trials, solanezumab-treated subjects declined more slowly on cognitive and functional measures than placebo-treated subjects [@bib4]. No evidence of slowing of cognitive or functional decline was seen in subjects with moderate (baseline MMSE score 16-19) disease. Amyloid positron emission tomography imaging, performed in a small subset (N = 251) of the EXPEDITION and EXPEDITION2 participants with mild AD, revealed that approximately 25% of those subjects were amyloid negative and, in the placebo arm, did not show typical disease progression over the trial duration [@bib5], [@bib6]. Analysis of brain atrophy measured via three-dimensional T1 (3DT1) volumetric magnetic resonance imaging (vMRI) scans did not show a difference between treatment groups in these studies [@bib3], [@bib4].

A third double-blind, phase 3 trial (EXPEDITION3), intended to confirm the secondary efficacy analyses from the EXPEDITION and EXPEDITION2 studies, was conducted. Patients with mild AD who demonstrated biomarker evidence of amyloid pathology were randomized to either placebo or solanezumab. As reported in detail elsewhere [@bib7], although directionally consistent with the secondary analyses of EXPEDITION and EXPEDITION2, there was no statistically significant difference at the endpoint (week 80) between solanezumab- and placebo-treated patients on the primary outcome scale, the 14-item Alzheimer\'s Disease Assessment Scale--Cognitive Subscale (ADAS-Cog14) (*P* = .095). Secondary cognitive and functional measures consistently demonstrated slowing of decline in solanezumab-treated patients, often reaching nominal statistical significance at endpoint, although the treatment effect was consistently smaller than that seen in the secondary analyses of EXPEDITION and EXPEDITION2.

In EXPEDITION3, 3DT1 vMRI scans were scheduled at baseline and at the end of the double-blinded treatment period (week 80) with the aim of assessing solanezumab\'s effects on longitudinal rates of brain atrophy. Here, we present an analysis of the vMRI data from the EXPEDITION3 trial. Most previous therapeutic trials, including EXPEDITION and EXPEDITION2, have reported findings relating to well-established vMRI endpoints such as hippocampus, ventricles, and whole-brain atrophy [@bib4], [@bib8], [@bib9], [@bib10]. However, recent research has shown that subjects with AD exhibit patterns of brain atrophy that also involve regions of the temporal, parietal, and frontal lobes [@bib11], [@bib12] and that changes in different cognitive tests are associated with specific patterns of brain atrophy [@bib13]. Here, using an image-processing pipeline enabling parcellation of the cerebral cortex, we report atrophy profiles and treatment effects from the EXPEDITION3 trial across a wider range of brain regions than those that have been typically reported for late-phase drug-development trials.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Study participants {#sec2.1}
-----------------------

The EXPEDITION3 trial design and methodology, along with results of primary outcome measures and descriptions of adverse events and participant disposition, are described in detail elsewhere [@bib7]. Briefly, participants were male or female, were 55 to 90 years of age, and met the diagnostic criteria for probable AD from the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke/Alzheimer\'s Disease and Related Disorders Association (NINCDS/ADRDA) [@bib14]. Unlike EXPEDITION and EXPEDITION2, EXPEDITION3 included only patients with mild AD and only those who showed biomarker evidence of amyloid pathology as determined by either a florbetapir positron emission tomography scan or cerebrospinal fluid Aβ~1-42~ measurements.

Patients were randomized in a double-blind fashion to receive intravenous infusions of either 400 mg of solanezumab (N = 1057) or placebo (N = 1072) every 4 weeks up to and including week 76. Stable, concomitant drug and nondrug treatments were allowed to ensure patients continued to receive AD standard of care. MRI assessments were scheduled at baseline and at 80 weeks (4 weeks after the last solanezumab or placebo treatment) or early discontinuation. Cognitive and functional performance (including ADAS-Cog14, Clinical Dementia Rating scale: Sum of Boxes \[CDR-SB\], and MMSE) was also assessed at baseline and endpoint. A subset of 1462 subjects (N = 721 for placebo, N = 741 for solanezumab) who completed both MRI and ADAS-Cog14 assessments at both time points were selected for analysis in this study.

The primary objective of EXPEDITION3 was to test the hypothesis that solanezumab would slow the progression of cognitive decline of AD, as compared with placebo, in patients with mild dementia due to AD, based on changes in ADAS-Cog14. The EXPEDITION3 study protocol was approved by ethical and institutional review boards at all sites. All study participants provided written informed consent before participation in the study.

2.2. Magnetic resonance imaging {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------

A total of 275 imaging sites contributed to the sample and were located in the United States/Canada (61.45%), Europe (28%), Australia (4.36%), and Japan (6.18 %). All MRI facilities were trained on study procedures by the central imaging laboratory and implemented a standardized imaging protocol on their MRI scanner. Both 1.5T and 3T scanners were allowed, representing 75% and 25% of the subjects scanned, respectively. Scanners were manufactured by General Electric (28.9% of subjects), Philips (18.6%), Siemens (52.4%), or Toshiba (0.1%). Scanner performance was assessed during site qualification and monitored throughout the trial using American College of Radiology phantoms. Only study participants whose baseline and follow-up scans were obtained on the same MRI scanner were included in the present quantitative analysis.

The 3DT1 data consisted of sagittal 3D magnetization-prepared rapid gradient-echo (Siemens), sagittal 3D turbo field echo (Philips), coronal 3D fast spoiled gradient recalled (General Electric), or sagittal 3D field echo (Toshiba) sequences with 1.2-mm-thick slices and a 1.25 × 1.25-mm^2^ in-plane resolution.

The vMRI scans were assessed by tensor-based morphometry, which captures volume changes within the deformation fields resulting from applying a symmetric deformable registration technique [@bib15], [@bib16] between a pair of MRI scans by a nonlinear symmetric log-demons deformation technique [@bib15] and robust cross-correlation metric [@bib16] to ensure invertibility of the transformation. The determinant of the Jacobian matrix of the deformation field then provides a measure of local volume change. Integration of the determinant over a prespecified brain region provides an estimation of its change in volume. The images were parcellated using FreeSurfer and the Desikan atlas [@bib17] for region-of-interest definition.

Hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, ventricle, and whole-brain volumes were prespecified as the primary vMRI variables of interest for analysis of treatment effects on brain volume changes. In addition, to explore a wider neuroanatomical profile of the baseline brain structure and longitudinal change, volumes of the following brain regions were also calculated: isthmus cingulate, precuneus, inferior parietal lobule, and superior temporal gyrus as individual structures; lateral parietal cortex (comprising supramarginal gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, and superior parietal lobule); lateral prefrontal cortex (comprising caudal middle frontal gyrus, rostral middle frontal gyrus, pars opercularis, and pars triangularis); medial temporal lobe (comprising parahippocampal gyrus, entorhinal cortex, hippocampus, and amygdala); and whole temporal lobe (comprising superior temporal gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, inferior temporal gyrus, transverse temporal gyrus, banks of the superior temporal sulcus, parahippocampal gyrus, fusiform gyrus, entorhinal cortex, and temporal pole). These regions are illustrated in [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. To assess treatment effects in distributed "AD signature" patterns, two additional combinations of regions were also calculated from the aforementioned predefined set of brain structures, informed by literature reports [@bib11], [@bib18]. A small region combination comprised the entorhinal cortex, precuneus, isthmus cingulate, and inferior parietal lobule, and a large region combination comprised the lateral parietal cortex, lateral prefrontal cortex, and whole temporal lobe. All volumes were calculated in mm^3^.Fig. 1Anatomical visualization of prespecified brain regions used for the analysis of atrophy (in addition to ventricular volume and whole brain).

2.3. Statistical analysis {#sec2.3}
-------------------------

Analysis of covariance models were applied (per brain region) with change from baseline in the vMRI parameter as the dependent variable and independent terms comprising vMRI baseline value, pooled investigator, treatment arm, and baseline age. Primary analyses were performed on the bilateral sum of left and right hemisphere volumes. Analyses were also performed with the participants split by sex. Annualized least squares (LS) mean percentage change relates the 80-week LS mean change to the average baseline volume (within each treatment arm) and normalizes the fraction to 52 weeks. Relative slowing was determined by taking the difference between the (annualized) LS mean changes (solanezumab LS mean change − placebo LS mean change) relative to the (annualized) LS mean change in the placebo arm.

Spearman correlation between the 80-week change in each vMRI region and each clinical scale (ADAS-Cog14, CDR-SB, and MMSE) was calculated by treatment. The relationship between whole temporal lobe atrophy and change in ADAS-Cog14 was further explored via linear regression models. All *P* values are reported as uncorrected.

To achieve largely consistent longitudinal analysis populations across approaches, for each region separately, analysis populations were restricted to intent-to-treat patients with change values of the corresponding MRI measurements (atrophy) as well as change values of the ADAS-Cog14 measurement (both changes from baseline to endpoint at week-80 visit).

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Study sample {#sec3.1}
-----------------

A summary of baseline patient characteristics and selected imaging metrics is provided in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} for the population with both temporal lobe volume measures and ADAS-Cog14 at both baseline and week-80 visit. In general, characteristics were very similar for the populations with both baseline and week-80 visit data from other vMRI metrics and representative of both the larger set of subjects with any baseline MRI assessment as well (data not shown) and the full EXPEDITION3 trial population [@bib7]. There were no clinically meaningful differences between the treatment arms in age, cognitive scores, percentage of APOE ε4 carriers, concomitant medication use, or baseline vMRI metrics.Table 1Demographics and study sampleVariable, statisticPlacebo armSolanezumab armEnrolled with at least one MRI at baseline or endpoint, N10431038Population with change values for both ADAS-Cog14 and whole temporal lobe volumes from baseline to week 80, N721741Age in years (SD)72.6 (7.76)72.3 (7.62)Baseline MMSE score (SD)[∗](#tbl1fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}22.9 (2.87)23.0 (2.69)Baseline ADAS-Cog14 score (SD)28.8 (8.16)28.5 (7.97)APOE ε4 carriers, %[∗](#tbl1fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}66.769.0AChEI/memantine use, %81.178.5Baseline hippocampal volume (left + right), mm^3^ (SD)[†](#tbl1fndagger){ref-type="table-fn"}6021.8 (1038.59)6018.7 (1075.39)Baseline entorhinal cortex volume (left + right), mm^3^ (SD)[†](#tbl1fndagger){ref-type="table-fn"}2684.9 (673.40)2683.4 (648.44)Baseline whole-brain volume, mm^3^ (SD)[†](#tbl1fndagger){ref-type="table-fn"}974,424.6 (101,470.01)977,383.1 (106,014.61)Baseline ventricular volume, mm^3^ (SD)[†](#tbl1fndagger){ref-type="table-fn"}48,151.8 (21,599.14)48,448.5 (22,023.68)Baseline CSF t-tau, pg/mL (SD)[‡](#tbl1fnddagger){ref-type="table-fn"}353 (165)364 (145)Baseline CSF p-tau, pg/mL (SD)[§](#tbl1fnSection){ref-type="table-fn"}35.8 (18)37.3 (18)[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5]

3.2. Effect of solanezumab on rates of brain atrophy {#sec3.2}
----------------------------------------------------

Longitudinal absolute changes in all vMRI parameters were nominally smaller in the solanezumab arm relative to the placebo arm, as shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and illustrated graphically in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. For the prespecified primary vMRI parameters, the relative difference (or slowing of atrophy) in the solanezumab arm relative to the placebo arm was 4.1% for the hippocampus (*P* = .082), 4.0% for the entorhinal cortex (*P* = .09), 4.3% for the whole brain (*P* = .097), and 3.9% for the ventricles (*P* = .196). None of the differences was statistically significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (critical *P* value = .0036) or using the Benjamini-Hochberg method with a false discovery rate of 5%.Table 2vMRI results from EXPEDITION3 (analysis population with MRI and ADAS-Cog14 change values)Region[∗](#tbl2fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}80-Week LS mean change, mm^3^ (placebo)Annualized LS mean % change (placebo)[†](#tbl2fndagger){ref-type="table-fn"}80-Week LS mean change, mm^3^ (sola)Annualized LS mean % change (sola)[†](#tbl2fndagger){ref-type="table-fn"}Relative slowing (sola vs. placebo)[‡](#tbl2fnddagger){ref-type="table-fn"}*p* (sola vs. placebo)Hippocampus−307.4−3.32%−294.7−3.18%4.1%0.082Entorhinal cortex−178.8−4.33%−171.5−4.15%4.0%0.090Whole brain−23,620.9−1.58%−22,668.1−1.51%4.3%0.097Ventricles7289.19.84%7051.19.46%3.9%0.196Temporal lobe−3882.5−2.97%−3684.0−2.82%5.1%0.015Lateral parietal cortex−1978.4−2.14%−1955.3−2.11%1.3%0.662Prefrontal cortex−1616.3−2.1%−1572.6−2.03%3.3%0.394Medial temporal lobe−771.8−3.55%−745.6−3.43%3.5%0.086Isthmus cingulate−143.5−2.36%−134.1−2.20%6.9%0.023Precuneus−657.5−2.76%−642.4−2.67%3.2%0.418Superior temporal gyrus−732.3−2.45%−705.7−2.36%3.6%0.171Inferior parietal lobule−755.7−2.33%−737.9−2.27%2.7%0.414Small region combination−1735.6−2.61%−1687.2−2.53%3.3%0.238Large region combination−7475.2−2.49%−7213.9−2.40%3.7%0.115[^6][^7][^8][^9][^10]Fig. 2(A) Absolute LS mean changes in vMRI parameters for placebo- and solanezumab-treated groups. Error bar represents standard error. Small differences in numbers (N) across regions are due to MRI analysis QC fails (cf. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}, Note \[B\]). (B) Between-group differences in longitudinal changes between the solanezumab arm and the placebo arm, expressed as a percentage of the change in the placebo arm. Blue bars represent predefined primary vMRI parameters, red bars represent lobar composite regions, orange represents a medial temporal lobe composite region (including the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex, and partially overlapping with the whole temporal lobe composite region), green represents preselected individual atlas regions, and gray represents combination regions. All regions reported as the sum of left and right hemisphere volumes in each participant. Abbreviations: LS, least squares; SE, standard error; vMRI, volumetric magnetic resonance imaging.

The exploration of other cortical areas revealed results consistent with those of the primary vMRI measures, with the isthmus cingulate (6.9%, *P* = .023) and temporal lobe (5.1%, *P* = .015) showing nominally larger relative differences than the primary vMRI measures. Over all the vMRI outcome measures assessed, the average relative difference in annualized atrophy was 3.8%.

When split by sex, there was no systematic bias toward increased slowing of atrophy in either men or women ([Supplementary Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Five of the outcome measures favored women, and nine outcome measures favored men; none of the tests survived correction for multiple comparisons at the *P* = .05 level.

3.3. Relationship between regional atrophy rates and change in cognitive scales {#sec3.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the placebo arm, the longitudinal changes in vMRI metrics were correlated with longitudinal changes in global cognitive scales in a region-specific manner ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}). Changes in ADAS-Cog14, CDR-SB, and MMSE correlated most strongly with regional volume changes in the large region combination, the whole brain, and in the superior temporal gyrus and whole temporal lobe (0.38≤\|r\|≤0.48). Changes in these scales were also correlated with atrophy rates in the precuneus and ventricles (0.35≤\|r\|≤0.44) and, to a slightly lesser extent, with lateral parietal cortex, prefrontal cortex, and small region combination (0.29≤\|r\|≤0.43). The relationships were weaker for medial temporal regions (0.19≤\|r\|≤0.23). While the anatomical profiles of these associations were similar for each of these instruments, the correlations were stronger overall for ADAS-Cog14 and MMSE than for CDR-SB. Results for the solanezumab arm were similar ([Supplementary Table S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).Table 3Correlations (Spearman) between absolute longitudinal change in vMRI regions and longitudinal change in cognitive instruments in the placebo armRegion[∗](#tbl3fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}ADAS-Cog14CDR-SBMMSEHippocampus−0.106−0.1470.158Entorhinal cortex−0.135−0.1330.143Medial temporal lobe−0.192−0.2240.230Superior temporal gyrus−0.442−0.3860.451Temporal lobe−0.459−0.3860.475Isthmus cingulate−0.337−0.2820.350Precuneus−0.414−0.3580.412Inferior parietal lobule−0.362−0.2350.347Lateral parietal cortex−0.418−0.2950.375Prefrontal cortex−0.412−0.3430.399Whole brain−0.473−0.4030.451Ventricles0.4310.384−0.434Small region combination−0.424−0.3210.413Large region combination−0.478−0.3820.469[^11][^12]

Because the whole temporal lobe exhibited a strong association with changes in ADAS-Cog14 (r = −0.46) and one of the largest treatment effects ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}), we focused further on the relationship between temporal lobe atrophy and changes in ADAS-Cog14. The relationship between individual longitudinal changes in temporal lobe volume and in ADAS-Cog14 is shown in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A. The observed relationship was comparable in both placebo- and solanezumab-treated populations, with a slope of −75 mm^3^/point and −77 mm^3^/point, respectively. The observed difference between the LS mean change in temporal lobe volume between the two treatment arms was 198.5 mm^3^ (5.1% of the LS mean change of 3882.5 mm^3^ in the placebo arm) ([Fig 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B).Fig. 3(A) Scatter plots and regression lines with 95% confidence intervals between change in temporal lobe volume (mm^3^) and change in ADAS-Cog14 score for the analysis population in placebo and solanezumab arms. Changes were calculated at 80 weeks, and the regression model was calculated independently for each arm. The slopes of the regression lines (−75 mm^3^/unit score for placebo and −77 mm^3^/unit score for solanezumab) were not substantially different. Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients, *P* values, and slopes of the regression lines for each regional change in brain volume against change in ADAS-Cog14 are included in [Supplementary Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}. (B) LS mean change in ADAS-Cog14 plotted against LS mean change in temporal lobe volume for each arm of the analysis population. Error bars denote standard error. Abbreviations: ADAS-Cog~14~, 14-item Alzheimer\'s Disease Assessment Scale--Cognitive Subscale; LS, least squares.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

Annualized rates of change for whole-brain and ventricular volumes in the placebo arm (1.58%/y and 9.84%/y, respectively) were similar to those previously observed in the pooled mild AD sample from the EXPEDITION and EXPEDITION2 trials (1.3%/y and 9.6%/y, respectively) [@bib4] despite the use of different image quantitation algorithms for those studies. Differences in the rates of atrophy between the treatment arms in EXPEDITION3 were directionally consistent, with all regions showing a nominally slower rate of atrophy in the solanezumab arm relative to the placebo arm. However, the changes were overall weak in magnitude (1.3--6.9% slowing; average 3.8%) and not statistically significant if corrected for multiple comparisons across the different regions assessed. The slowing of brain atrophy observed in the pooled mild AD sample from the EXPEDITION and EXPEDITION2 trials was 2.3% for the whole brain and 5.6% for ventricular volume [@bib4], in contrast to the values 4.3% and 3.9% observed for those metrics in EXPEDITION3. The treatment effects were thus directionally consistent and of similar overall magnitude between EXPEDITION/EXPEDITION2 and EXPEDITION3 trials. There was no clear evidence of a greater treatment effect on female or male participants when analyzed separately.

The directionality of the vMRI findings observed with solanezumab in the EXPEDITION trials is in contrast to results reported from the AN1792 Aβ active immunization trial, in which patients clinically defined as probable AD who exhibited an active antibody response to treatment had a substantial and significant increase in their rate of atrophy, compared with placebo-treated individuals, for whole-brain and ventricular boundary shift integral measures but not for hippocampal volume [@bib10]. The group sizes in that study were small (N = 38--57 evaluable, depending on the measure) but similar to that which was targeted (N = 75) based on power calculations for a 30% reduction in whole-brain atrophy. In the bapineuzumab studies, no significant difference in whole-brain atrophy between treated and placebo groups was observed in any of the four phase 3 trials [@bib8], [@bib9] nor in a meta-analysis of six phase 2 and 3 trials [@bib19]. Moreover, no relationship between brain boundary shift integral and drug exposure levels was observed in an analysis of two of the phase 3 trials [@bib20]. Directionally, the differences between bapineuzumab and placebo arms were not consistent across arms and trials, favoring bapineuzumab in some cases and placebo in others. Because statistical significance of group differences is dependent on the sample size, it is also worthwhile considering the magnitude of between-group differences observed in these studies. For whole-brain volume change, the difference between treated and placebo groups in the 18-month change in the first two phase 3 bapineuzumab trials reported ranged from a 1.9% decrease to a 8.6% increase in atrophy [@bib8] compared with a 4.3% decrease in atrophy observed in EXPEDITION3 and a 2.5% decrease in atrophy observed in the pooled mild AD sample from EXPEDITION/EXPEDITION2 [@bib4]. In the AN1792 trial, the group difference in whole-brain volume change was substantially larger, equating to a 49.5% increase in atrophy in the antibody responders [@bib10].

In EXPEDITION3, the anatomical patterns of correlation between changes in brain volumes and changes in clinical scales were consistent for all the scales of global cognition or function, with the whole temporal lobe and measures of global atrophy correlating most strongly and medial temporal structures notably more weakly. This anatomical pattern is consistent with that obtained in a vertex-wise whole-brain analysis of cortical thinning in relation to CDR-SB change in subjects with mild cognitive impairment [@bib13], although medial temporal structures were more strongly associated with CDR-SB decline in that study. Medial temporal structures are affected early during the course of the disease [@bib21], and so, cognitive decline might be more closely associated with atrophy in those regions in earlier disease stages. Consistent with this notion, significant negative correlations between CDR-SB and medial temporal lobe cortical thickness were reported in a study of subjects with mild cognitive impairment (r = −0.36, *P* \< .01) [@bib22], whereas significant negative correlations between cortical thickness and CDR box scores in the parietal, but not in the temporal, lobe was found in patients with AD [@bib23]. The relationship between changes in whole-brain atrophy and in scales of global cognition (0.40≤\|r\|≤0.48) in the present analysis is comparable to reported relationships (0.48≤r≤0.56) between changes in ADAS-Cog11 and brain boundary shift integral, a measure of whole-brain atrophy, reported across several vMRI substudies on mild-to-moderate AD in the bapineuzumab trials [@bib24].

The relative magnitude of changes in imaging markers relative to changes in clinical instruments could be an important consideration in AD studies. Many studies comparing the relative statistical power of imaging and cognitive outcome measures have assumed the same rate of slowing (e.g., 25%) as a putative treatment effect [@bib25], [@bib26]. However, the results of the present study suggest that a given slowing of clinical decline may be accompanied by a smaller relative degree of slowing in brain atrophy. The regression relationship between the change in ADAS-Cog14 and change in temporal lobe volume in individual participants was similar for both placebo and solanezumab groups. The larger differences in treatment-effect magnitudes (percentage change in slowing) than absolute atrophy rates between the previous trials and EXPEDITION3 and the fact that the treatment effects were overall small and nonsignificant are limitations in drawing too strong a conclusion from the specific relationship between magnitudes of treatment effect from these data. Nevertheless, the notion that the relative effect size of interventional treatments on brain atrophy measures might be different from that of cognitive outcomes is an important consideration when powering clinical trials for biomarker and/or clinical changes.

A limitation of this study is that a range of scanner manufacturers, hardware and software versions, and a mix of 1.5T and 3T scanners were included. While this likely contributes additional variability in the imaging data, it is intrinsic to large, global, multisite trials. We attempted to mitigate the effects of this via centralized management of acquisition parameter harmonization, scanner qualification, imaging site training, and data quality control and analysis. Moreover, any subject whose baseline and follow-up scans were obtained on different scanners (e.g., due to an unavoidable site scanner upgrade) was excluded from the present quantitative vMRI analysis.

In conclusion, the changes in brain volumetric measures between solanezumab-treated and placebo-treated participants were not statistically significant over 80 weeks in the EXPEDITION3 trial. The group-mean differences were directionally consistent across a number of brain regions but small in magnitude (equivalent to 1.3--6.9% slowing). The rates of atrophy and correlations between absolute volume changes and cognitive changes in placebo-treated subjects were similar to those reported previously.Research in context1.Systematic review: The authors reviewed the literature using traditional (e.g., PubMed) sources and meeting abstracts and presentations. Recent publications describing the results of experimental anti-amyloid therapies in late-phase clinical trials and their effects on brain atrophy are appropriately cited.2.Interpretation: Our findings demonstrate a modest but consistent trend to slowing of brain atrophy across a number of brain regions in patients treated with solanezumab relative to placebo. Changes in temporal lobe volume across participants were strongly correlated with changes in ADAS-Cog14. These findings are consistent with the modest but consistent previously reported trend of slowing of cognitive decline in patients treated with solanezumab relative to placebo.3.Future directions: The manuscript demonstrates an anatomical profile of treatment effects on brain atrophy beyond the traditionally reported hippocampus, ventricles, and whole brain and, hence, a framework for future studies of putative disease-modifying treatments in Alzheimer\'s disease to interrogate a wider range of brain structures.

Supplementary Data {#appsec1}
==================

Supplementary Tables S1--S3
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[^1]: Abbreviations: AChEI, acetylcholinesterase inhibitor; ADAS-Cog14, 14-item Alzheimer\'s Disease Assessment Scale--Cognitive Subscale; APOE, apolipoprotein E; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; SD, standard deviation.

[^2]: Based on patients with baseline MMSE (placebo N = 697; solanezumab N = 723), based on available APOE status (placebo N = 703; solanezumab N = 728) within the analysis population (second data row).

[^3]: Based on patients as selected for the presented analysis population but requiring the applicable region atrophy instead of the whole temporal lobe atrophy (hippocampus: N = 723, N = 744; entorhinal cortex: N = 723, N = 744; whole brain: N = 721, N = 741; ventricles: N = 722, N = 743). Small differences in numbers reflect MRI analysis QC fails. See [Supplementary Table S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} for additional brain regions.

[^4]: Based on patients with available baseline CSF t-tau (placebo N = 103; solanezumab N = 119).

[^5]: Based on patients with available baseline CSF p-tau (placebo N = 105; solanezumab N = 120).

[^6]: NOTE: For vMRI results from EXPEDITION3 (analysis population with MRI and ADAS-Cog14 change values) split by sex, see [Supplementary Table S2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}.

[^7]: Abbreviations: ADAS-Cog14, 14-item Alzheimer\'s Disease Assessment Scale--Cognitive Subscale; LS, least squares; sola, solanezumab; vMRI, volumetric magnetic resonance imaging.

[^8]: All regions reported as the sum of left and right hemisphere volumes in each subject.

[^9]: Annualized LS mean percentage change relates the 80-week LS mean change to the corresponding average baseline volume and normalizes the fraction to 52 weeks (rounded results are presented).

[^10]: Relative slowing is the difference of (annualized) LS mean percentage change of placebo minus solanezumab divided by the (annualized) LS mean percentage change of placebo. (Calculations use full precision numbers, then presented as rounded results in percent).

[^11]: Abbreviations: ADAS-Cog14, 14-item Alzheimer\'s Disease Assessment Scale--Cognitive Subscale; CDR-SB, Clinical Dementia Rating scale: Sum of Boxes; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; vMRI, volumetric magnetic resonance imaging.

[^12]: All regions reported as the sum of left and right hemisphere volumes in each subject.
